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Revamped textile mill | Transformed grammar school | Mid-century update
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TIMELESS LOOKS
Step into 25 inspiring homes
Decorating tips &
tricks for every room

INSIDER ADVICE
Restoring an historic property
How to zone your space
Installing a woodburning stove

SMART SHOPPING
High-street finds for
a country feel

COMING HOME
RECALL

//

‘This house holds so
many happy memories
from my childhood’

BLACK YELLOW MAGENTA CYAN
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THE PROPERTY
Apartment in a renovated textile
mill, built in 1827
L O C AT I O N Gloucestershire
R O O M S Hall, sitting room/
dining area, kitchen, two bedrooms
(one en suite), bathroom
P U R C H A S E D 2016
PREVIOUS PROPERTY
‘We also have a home in the
United States,’ says Colette.

A GOOD FIT
When Colette Gandelot and Suzanne Butzow went looking for
a UK home, an historic former mill ticked all their boxes
FEATURE DILLY ORME | PHOTOGRAPHY DAVID PARMITER
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merican-born Colette Gandelot
had lived with her family in
England during her early teens.
When she returned for a visit in
2014 she met up with an old school friend
living in Bristol, and in so doing rekindled
her love of all things English – and the search
for a property across the pond began.
‘There was no urgency for my wife,
Suzanne, and I to move to England,’ says
Colette. ‘So we had the luxury of taking our
time with the search – and developed a
ridiculously long list of must-haves. For
example, we wanted one-level living and to be
near a Cotswolds village where we didn’t need
a car. In the end, I think we had a list of 29
requirements and this place met 28 of them.
‘The flat itself presented many challenges,
but the toughest of all was undertaking a
complete renovation from 4,000 miles away,’
says Colette. ‘Suzanne and I own an interior
design company in the US, but we needed a
UK counterpart to source materials, find
tradespeople and to oversee the project.
When we discovered The House Ministry’s
website, we could see that Julia Murray
shared our design direction and philosophy
and she became an invaluable collaborator.’
A significant challenge in the converted
mill was the positioning of the structural steel
pillars in all of the rooms. Fortunately, Julia,
Colette, and Suzanne came up with some
creative solutions. ‘The post in the centre of
the elongated sitting room compelled us to
divide the space into two separate zones: a
sofa area facing the TV, and a conversation
spot,’ says Colette. ‘Additionally, the posts in
the centre of both bedrooms needed ultraprecise measurements to accommodate beds
with bespoke headboards, featuring side

HALL

An industrial-inspired
coat rack sets the
scene in the entrance.
Cooper hall stand,
£389, Atkin and Thyme

SITTING
ROOM

Original beams hint at
the property’s past.
Tom Collins chair in
old English Alga leather
with dark legs, £1,498,
Sofa Workshop.
Bespoke felt pebble rug,
£432, The Real Rug
Company. Grey pouffe,
£125, Mother Hubbard
Country Interiors

KITCHEN

Existing cabinets
were painted and
given new handles.
Units painted in Light
Gray modern eggshell,
£66 for 2.5L, Farrow
& Ball. Handles,
£8 each, The Door
Handle Company

DINING AREA

The utilitarian table
sits well with the
original stonework.
Industrial pub table with
iron frame and timber
top, £347; Healey chairs
in vintage leather, £99
each, all Andy Thornton
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‘Limit design elements
in a small space to visually
expand it. We kept
wall colours to two muted
tones and painted the
woodwork in a gloss finish
of the same hue’

2
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cubbies for storage. Even the bathroom units
and surfaces had to fit around the posts.’
Once the challenges of dividing the space
had been overcome, the overall decor could
be considered. ‘The building dates back
nearly 200 years and its industrial heritage
as a textile mill definitely influenced our
choices,’ says Colette. ‘Its history, along with
the Cotswold stone walls and exposed ceiling
beams lent itself to an industrial-look decor.’
Due to the restricted space, they decided
to stick to a limited palette. ‘We chose a floor
that would reflect the red-toned wood of
the open-beamed ceilings,’ says Colette. ‘We
sourced cabinets that perfectly match the
flooring in all the main rooms. The kitchen
cabinetry was painted to match the wall
colour and the worktops are a quartz that
looks like crushed Cotswold stone to
complement the authentic stone walls.’
When it came to the finishing touches,
Suzanne was in her element. ‘Suzanne’s talent
lies in her ability to accessorise a room in a
way that feels uncluttered,’ says Colette. ‘This
can be especially difficult in a small space. We
are so happy with the finished look and there’s
nothing we would change. Our Cotswold
bolthole is beautiful, the only down side
is that we can’t live there all the time!’

GUEST
BEDROOM

Textured linen adds
to the rustic look of
this space.
Therapur ottoman base
in Mink, £500, Dreams.
End table with metal
frame is a match, £65,
Ottmar at Amazon.
Collaged Majida pillow,
£73, Anthropologie

BATHROOM

Every inch of space
has been utilised in
this compact scheme.
Mirrored wall unit in
oak, £264; base unit
in oak, £177; Breton
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bath, £151; Aliano
white gloss bath panel,
£99; Vitra S50 square
semi recessed basin,
£90, all City Plumbing

MAIN
BEDROOM

The couple have
created a cosseting
feel with the bed
cradled between two
supporting pillars.
Wakefield quilt,
£52, Martha Stewart
Collection at Macy’s.
Walls painted in
Light Gray modern
emulsion, £43.50 for
2.5L, Farrow & Ball
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